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Salmonella Implants Available We are 
manufacturing the popular salmonella mycoplasma 
implants again, but it will take about 3 more 
months.  We have cooperated with a practice in 
Wisconsin that has a salmonella only implant 
available and we will have them in early 
September. 

 

Drs. Michalak & Hardesty Attend Zoetis Team 

Pork Meeting This Nashville meeting for Eastern 
Swine Vets included topics of Diagnostic Lab 
updates, PCV updates and trials, Vaccinologist, 
Using the Immune System, PRRS, and 
Responsible Antibiotic Use Assessments.  

 

Dr. Hardesty Elected AABP District Director The 
American Association of Bovine Practitioners is the 
voice of cow vets in the USA and the premier 
continuing education organization for cattle 
veterinarians.  Dr. Hardesty has been elected to 
the board of directors representing Ohio, Michigan, 
West Virginia, and Kentucky.  This represents an 
opportunity to guide policy of veterinary practice 
and give back to the organization that has provided 
much expertise to our practice.  A side benefit is 
spending more time with the top cattle vets in the 
country creates opportunities to be even closer to a 
tremendous knowledge base.    

 

Vaccinologists Many use automatic syringes to 
give vaccines and some for hormones.  Delivering 
the dose to the tissue is actually a 5 step process 
to do it well.  Those steps are; Aim, Pierce, Press, 
Let Off, Exit.  APPLE Following those steps is very 
different from the run and shoot that we sometimes 
see employed.  The vaccines and hormones that 
we give are expensive, but the costs of giving  
them poorly is even greater.  You may want to 
have a training session on this.  Don’t forget to 
calibrate those automatic syringes. 

 

Refrigerator Audits Are your refrigerators places 
to keep things cold or storage of vaccines and 
hormones that are important for animal health on 
your farm?  Vaccines especially, lose efficacy if  
not handled properly.  They can only tolerate a 
narrow range of temperature variation.  So we 
should not store colostrum and vaccine in the same 
refrigerator.  The colostrum will warm everything in 
the refrigerator up before it cools down again.  This 
is the same reason that we should not store 
vaccines in the door of the refrigerator.  The door is 
not as cold, but it especially rises in temperature if 
the door is open for any period of time.   
 
We’ve long ago discussed the fact that you have 
four hours to use a modified live vaccine once it is 
reconstituted if it is kept cool even less time if it is 
used in the hot sun.  There should not be any 
reconstituted vaccine in your refrigerator tempting 
someone to use what was once a good MLV but is 
now a terrible killed virus vaccine.   
 
Rubber stoppers keep the vaccine in the bottles, 
but more importantly, keep air out.  Air decreases 
potency and measurable declines can be 
measured two weeks after the stopper has been 
punctured.  We suggest dating the stopper with a 
sharpie marker and discarding them after 1 month 
of opening.  Of course, we should only use a new 
needle to enter bottles of bactrins or hormones that 
will not be entirely consumed the day they are 
opened.  Failing to do this can result in endotoxin 
development that risks anaphylaxis.  Of course we 
should never leave a needle injected into a bottle in 
storage and we may look at using smaller bottles 
so they are used up frequently.  Leaving bottles 
attached to automatic syringes gives air a pathway 
to break down our products, but having a large 
gaping hole in the stopper is bad too.  Cellophane 
tape may be the best sealer choice over the hole. 


